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Cirracore Sponsors Healthcare Hackathon in Atlanta

Cirracore, a leading supplier of VMware®-based Enterprise Cloud Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS) solutions, is sponsoring the Healthcare Hackathon powered by Forge.

Atlanta, GA (PRWEB) August 15, 2014 -- Cirracore, a leading supplier of VMware®-based Enterprise Cloud
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) solutions, today announced it is sponsoring the Healthcare Hackathon
powered by Forge in Atlanta at the Georgia Tech ATDC on the weekend of August 22. Developers have 34
hours to build and pitch solutions to real healthcare problems. Teams get hardware / software resources,
mentors, food and caffeine. There is a grand prize of $5,000 cash, a free patent filing, a two hour Strategic
Planning Package with Medtown Ventures, and $700 of course credit with General Assembly, and free VMs for
one year from Cirracore.

“We are excited to provide Enterprise Cloud resources to Atlanta’s first Healthcare Hackathon and feel that the
Hackathon is a great way to foster entrepreneurship in solving some real-world pain points in the healthcare
industry,” stated Fred Tanzella, Cirracore CEO. “Cirracore has a growing list of large healthcare industry
customers due to the performance, security, compliance and carrier flexibility of our Enterprise Cloud that
appeals to the heavily regulated healthcare industry,” remarked Fred Tanzella.

Cirracore can provide “on-net” (not over the public Internet) Enterprise Cloud resources direct to the healthcare
organizations by bringing in their carrier circuit directly into their own private virtual data center. Cirracore
hosts its Enterprise Cloud for the Healthcare industry in world class SSAE16 SOC-1 Type II facilities run by
Equinix, the world’s largest data center provider with the highest uptime and security rating in the industry and
connectivity to 300+ networks, making them the leading global interconnection platform.

About Cirracore
Cirracore is a global provider of managed VMware-based enterprise cloud solutions for mission critical
applications that allow enterprises to scale operations while reducing costs and IT infrastructure support.
Cirracore has rapidly become one of the most respected high-performance enterprise Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS) providers in the industry serving a global customer base. Cirracore has partnered with premier companies
that are leaders in their respective industries to provide best in class service to our customers. Visit Cirracore to
learn about enterprise cloud hosting at http://www.cirracore.com.
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Contact Information
Steve Davis
CIRRACORE
http://www.cirracore.com
+1 (888) 797-3831 Ext: 701

Abhi Goel
CIRRACORE
http://www.cirracore.com
(888) 797-3831 701

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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